Alaska Young Fishermen’s Summit II

~weaving a network of future fishing leaders~

A two-day symposium providing young and new fishermen
the information needed to take the helm of Alaska’s fishing industry

December 11-12, 2007
Sheraton Hotel - Anchorage, Alaska
Kuskokwim Room, 2nd Floor

- learn from industry leaders and established fishermen
- obtain skills to improve fishing business management
- understand seafood markets - Alaska and worldwide
- learn how to affect fisheries policy and management
- network with other young and new fishermen

Hosted by: Alaska Sea Grant Marine Advisory Program

What people had to say about AYFS I

“AYFS has given me the tools to become more involved with the fisheries in this area, and I plan to start right away!”
- Daniel Marsden, Metlakatla salmon, herring, dive fisherman

“...challenged the packed house to check its complacency at the door.”
- Charlie Ess, National Fisherman

“...was a crash course on the business, the rules and the feisty politics of Alaska’s commercial fishing industry”
- Wesley Loy, Anchorage Daily News

“AYFS was extremely well organized and invaluable as a resource. I will highly recommend any future conferences.”
- Malcolm Milne, Homer halibut and blackcod longliner and scalloper

www.marineadvisory.org/ayfs